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Fine stitch
Your embr
oider
y will be the best!
embroider
oidery
Sometimes it is necessary to stitch a few decorative details that
will enhance looks of the main design. This is done using fine stitch
that is similar to border stitch.

Example 1
Even our most accessible designs can be significantly enhanced
with fine stitch. For example adding veins to rose leaves will make
them look alive.

Example 2
Fine stitching is also important for
all plants on this Chinese style design
that wishes long and successful life.
You can see complex weaving on
plants’ stems.
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Example 3
Nature designs benefit from fine stitch as it
helps to underline its area, lightness and airness.
The following Chinese style stitching called
“Flowers and Butterflies” had only two finely
stitched elements - the antenna and then main
body. These two elements are sufficient to enliven the whole composition, make it fine and
light.

On the following picture magnified 3 times you
can see how thin parallel
fine stitches helped to form
nice curve.
Any stitching can benefit
from selective application
of fine stitch to stress
elements that will make
work look complete and
charming.
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Do y
ou rremember
emember
you
bor
der stitc
h?
border
stitch?
If you remember border stitch is done using
single needle move. Stitches can be done under
angle towards the design or vertically depending on
your choice. In all cases border stitch creates volumetric line and create accurate design edges.
The following pictures shows how its done in
theory and in real life.

Fine stitc
h is v
er
y similar!
stitch
ver
ery
Fine stitch is very similar to border stitch. Its also done using one needle move
to create stitches that are parallel to each other, the difference is that fine stitches
usually have sharper angles.

On the picture above you
can see how to do fine stitch.
On the right you can see real life
fine stitching magnified 3 times.
You can see how needle creates
direction and angle for stitches
creating very thin line.
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Real stitc
hing
stitching
Lets have a look how fine stitch allows to edge
design. On the picture you can see last stage in stitching
design called “The Rainbow Pear”. Magnified image
below shows how fine stitch helped to edge face of the
pear.

Perf
ect rresult!
esult!
erfect
Fine stitch was also used to edge
eyes of the pear and small white dots
- reflections on pear’s eyes.
Just have a look at the end result simple stitch helped to make this
kids design look individual!
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Your ffir
ir
st e
xperience
irst
experience
Lets have a look how two different inexperienced people stitched using fine stitch.

Example 1 stitc
hing b
ya
stitching
by
woman!
Have a look at the following example of a
woman who stitched first time in her life.
Naturally she made some mistakes such as
chaotic direction of stitches and their angles
are not the same. If you compare this work with our
example the same pear you will see the difference.
Good looking fine stitch requires all stitches to have
same direction. This example shows how important to
have correct technique however given that it was done
by an inexperienced person we should not criticise it
too much!

Example 2 stitc
hing b
y a man!
stitching
by
The following example was
made by a man! The young man
was not very experienced but he
tried really hard to be accurate
and maintain correct direction of
stitches... and here is the result
that looks practically as good as original
Anna’s work!
All our designs have step by step
instructions, recommendations and
magnified images of all elements to help
even a beginner to create great works of art!
Our schemes will help you create
beautiful work from first attempt and
impress your relatives and friends! You can
learn more about our products on our web
site at www.ann-mary.com
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Ann-Mary is the name of group created by

Anna Chudnovsky and Maria Terekhina,
two professionals to help people in developing their capabilities, to support them to grow their
personalities and live healthy, happy and free life.
Anna: It’s complicated to answer a simple question about me. Who am I? Painter?
Musician? Physicist? Economist? Psychologist? Fashion designer? Every word is correct.
And first of all I am an artist.
Maria: I’m professional linquist, effective manager, passionate artist, creative
communicator and crazy traveler. I speak several languages and each of them is unique
universe.
Design clothes - is the possibility to share our ideas with other people. Our collections you
can find on our website at www.ann-mary.com
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